Dear Mishpochah (Family) by Sid Roth

Heaven is the limit. Let’s ride together!

The Church, along with most Christian TV, is stampeding into the seeker-sensitive and the half-grace message. Seeker-sensitive means no speaking in tongues, no casting out demons, no talking about the Blood and no miracles. Short worship, a positive message and out by noon! Low on entertainment—it’s all about ME!

The half-grace message is teaching all the wonderful things about grace but eliminating talk about sin, holiness, repentance (not just one-time but a lifestyle), judgment and hell. Jude 1:4 (one-time but a lifestyle), judgment and repentance (not just talk about sin, holiness, grace but eliminating wonderful things about ME!

The visible Glory of God will hover over sports stadiums. Entire cities will come to Jesus.

Christians students at public universities do not stand a chance. Even if they are well versed in the Bible, few will be able to withstand the atheistic professors, liberal peer pressure from fellow students and the media. And if they were raised in seeker-sensitive, half-grace Christianity, they will be like lambs headed to the slaughter.

Now you see the clear call of it’s Supernatural! We are almost a lone voice in the wilderness preparing the way of the Lord. I promise you we will not compromise for fame or fortune. Our purpose is to seed the next great outpouring! You and I will be used by God to prepare the way of the Lord. I

Simultaneously, the morality of the world is also stampeding toward hell. Just this week I heard of two young students and the media. And

We are positioned to capture a major harvest of souls at this next great outpouring! Already we have reached more Israelis than Peter did at the first Pentecost! We are now on a secular TV network that reaches 900 million viewers! And next month I will announce a new media acquisition that will hover over sports stadiums. Sporting events will be called off because stadiums will be occupied with worshippers. The visible Glory of God will hover over these gatherings. All the sick will be healed. Entire cities will come to Jesus.

Prayer will return to schools. Television will have no room for sex and violence. The airwaves will be dominated with amazing creative miracles such as amputees’ limbs growing back. Porn sites and New Age programs will go out of business because the Glory of God will set the captives free. From the White House on down, Jesus will be Lord! I see our next President and VP boldly on their knees crying out to God and not ashamed of the Gospel.

Are you hitch your star with us with your prayers and gifts? Heaven is the limit. Let’s ride together!
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Everyone Can Hear God’s Voice!
by Shawn Bolz
The prophetic can bring instant breakthrough, causing opportunities to happen in moments that would normally take a lifetime.

I knew he had never felt more loved and connected to God than at that moment, and I knew both of us would never be the same.

Jesus paid too high a price for us to pursue God included a pursuit of the prophetic gifts. We couldn’t go after it when our parents consistently practiced listening prayer in everyday circumstances. Lose your keys? Ask God to help you find them. Friends going through problems? Ask God how to counsel them.

The prophetic can bring instant breakthrough—causing opportunities to happen in moments that would normally take a lifetime. I have seen one breakthrough prophetic word create the same effect in hearts that were humbling sessions would take, or give the same level of encouragement as a year of life coaching. I was addicted to the love of God breaking through in the prophetic, and it caused me to desire a greater level of giving and accuracy so that more of God could be seen.

Getting a Prophetic Mantle Starts with seeing what God loves. By the time I was 26, I had received impartation after impartation (hands laid on me) from other prophetic people and leaders. I was functioning really well in prophetic ministry, but I knew there was more. I wanted to see the transformative power of God not just encourage the world, but change it! Shawn demonstrates and imparts to you supernatural keys to moving in the prophetic.

Shawn Bolz is the most amazing detailed prophet I have ever known. He has ministered to thousands—from royalty to people on the streets. Now he wants to share with you the secrets he has learned concerning the gift of prophecy and he wants to activate you to do the same as he does!

Everyone can hear from God, I am proof of that. I grew up in a loving Christian home where my parents showed us how to include God in our everyday lives. They always had a Hunger to see what was in the Bible, and we would listen for God’s heart and voice to guide our family decisions. This shaped the way that I now pursue God as an adult. They nurtured our belief, and so whether we were born in gifted in prophecy or not, our pursuit of God included a pursuit of the prophetic gifts. We couldn’t go after it when our parents consistently practiced listening prayer in everyday circumstances. Lose your keys? Ask God to help you find them. Friends going through problems? Ask God how to counsel them.

He is not working for oil companies, and this was his last month traveling the globe for them. At one point he got up and went to the bathroom, and that’s when I heard the voice of the Holy Spirit. He hasn’t told you the whole truth.
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